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there were 112 cases ; and in the three years following, when
the new law was in force, there were 129, 142, and 132 cases.
With regard to venereal sores, there were 11 per 10,000 of
the population for each of the three previous years, 18

during the year of transition, and 17, 26, and 23 for the years
1907-08-09. Now, the most important figures, those that
relate definitely to syphilis, are scarcely less discouraging.
The cases of syphilis per 10,000 inhabitants for the three
years preceding the new law were 43, 30, and 32, during the
year of transition 33, and during the three years following
45, 56, and 49.

It does seem as if among the many successful things done
and described above, we have in this last attempt at reform
a measure that gives every promise of failure.

(To be continued.)

THE RECENT ARMY MAN&OElig;UVRES IN
THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND.

(BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.)

THE annual training of the military forces, which has only
recently concluded, furnishes many particulars of more than
ordinary medical interest, as the numbers of men employed
and their association with army reservists, special reservists,
and the Territorial Force has been the first attempt made by
the War Office to test the working of Mr. Haldane’s new
scheme of army administration.

General Arrangements.
The summer training for the majority of the regular

forces commenced in August in various localities. During
the first weeks in September these troops were more or

less concentrated under divisional control of their
divisional commanders and employed as such. From

Sept. 15th to 17th the 3rd and 4&ugrave;h divisions assembled
for inter-divisional manoeuvres in Somersetshire at con-

centration camps. Army manoeuvres on a large scale

followed, and these took place in the vicinity of Salisbury
between Sept. 19th and 24th. Camp equipment was taken
on the usual manoeuvre scale, two blankets and one water-
proof ground sheet per man being carried in the second line
of transport. Each unit was provided with one of the new
filter water-carts drawn from the mobilization equipment.
The dress worn by all regimental officers and men

was drill order service dress, the directing staff alone wear-
ing blue undress uniforms (patrol jacket) and black leather
leggings and ankle boots. No restrictions were placed by
the general officer commanding-in-chief (Lieutenant-General
Sir C. W. H. Douglas, K C. B.) on any of his troops entering
public-houses. He published an order reminding all ranks
that the inhabitants of the districts in which the training and
manoeuvres took place would in future judge the army by the
conduct and bearing of the soldiers whom they met during
the manceuvres, and that it was therefore in the power of the

troops to bring credit or discredit on their units and on the
service to which they belonged. It is satisfactory to record
that the behaviour of the troops was excellent. March
discipline was also satisfactory and was strictly observed as
being of the highest importance in the interests of efficiency
and for the avoidance of unnecessary fatigue to the men.
The following rules were enforced :-

1. Cavalry and mounted infantry were not allowed to
march along a road more than four horses abreast, particular
care being taken to leave a space clear at one side for other
traffic.

2. Infantry were not allowed to march more than four
men abreast, including commanders and supernumeraries, the
left side of the road being followed. In the event of
men who were marching on the extreme left of the road
being caused greater inconvenienee than the others, after
each halt the left-hand man of each section of fours was
placed on the right when the march was resumed.
regimental arrangements were made for the supply of beer

and mineral water in casks for the troops on arrival in camp.
No mineral water in bottles was allowed. The sale of beer
was limited to one quart per man per diem and issued under
strictly controlled regimental arrangements. Sergeants’
messes and canteens were not allowed.

Sanitary Arrangements.
Sanitary detachments were detailed by each unit, as laid

down in war establishments, and were placed at the disposal of
the officers in medical charge of units. A proportion of each
regimental sanitary detachment was detailed to accompany
the advance party of the unit proceeding to fresh camping
grounds in order to prepare latrines and urinals and have
them ready for the troops when they marched into camp.
All latrines were on the short trench system, each trench
being 3 feet long by 1 foot wide and 1 foot deep and placed
2 feet 6 inches apart. When camps or bivouacs were

occupied for more than one night an additional depth was
excavated according to the number of days the camp
was likely to be occupied. 2 per cent. of trenches were
laid down as sufficient for one night and 5 per cent.
for longer periods. Urine trenches or pits were dug
as part of the latrine system alongside the latrines.
All latrine and urine trenches were filled in before the
camps or bivouacs were vacated and their sites carefully
marked so that other units which might subsequently occupy
the ground could avoid them, the turf which was carefully
cut being properly replaced. Orders were issued that trenches
were not to be dug round the tents or for cooking purposes
to avoid disfigurement of the ground and thus avoid claims
for compensation. Before leaving camps and bivouac

grounds all rubbish, such as empty preserved-meat, milk,
and other tins, bottles, hay bands, &c., were collected in

heaps near the margin of the camping-ground, and after
burning were left ready for subsequent removal ; burial was
not permitted. Manure from the transport lines was removed
to separate sites on the boundary of camping-grounds and
left there for the occupier of the land on which the troops
encamped. A senior officer was detailed by the officer in
command of troops at each camp or bivouac to remain
behind until after the departure of the troops, to see that
camps and bivouac grounds were left thoroughly clean and
fit for immediate occupation by other troops should occasion
arise.
The places at which water for the men to drink and

wash at, as well as water for horses, were marked by dis-
tinguishing flags or notice boards by the Royal Engineers,
after selection by the sanitary officers. No water was allowed
to be used for human consumption except water that
had either been filtered in the service filter water-carts or
that drawn from the standpipes of town supplies. Sentries
were placed over the watering places and were given written
orders as to their precautionary duties. Washing in horse
troughs was forbidden. One non-commissioned officer or a

private of the Royal Army Medical Corps trained in water
duties was detailed to supervise the working of each filter

water-cart ; he was assisted by a private detailed by the unit
concerned.
Camps and bivouacs occupied for more than one night

were as a rule hired ; other camps occupied by troops within
the manoeuvre areas were taken up under the provisions of
the Maneeuvre Act of 1897.

Food-s16pplies.
As far as possible the food-supplies and the transport

services were carried out under active service conditions, the
responsibility for the same being delegated to the com-
manders of the divisions. The manoeuvre ration counted
from midnight to midnight and consisted of (1) meat,
pound fresh and 2 pound preserved ; (2) 1 pound bread or
pound biscuit; (3) grocery ration, supplied from Woolwich ; ;
and (4) contractor’s, haversack and vegetable ration.

The 2 pound preserved meat was eaten for breakfast and
the 2 pound fresh meat ration for dinner. In addition to
the above, 2 pound of preserved meat was issued on the
same day as the rations for Sept. 15th for use as an iron
ration. Rations (including grocery, haversack, and vegetable
ration) and forage ration were issued each evening for the
next day’s consumption and were carried as follows :-

(a) On the man :-1. 1 pound of bread or t pound biscuit
(less the portion consumed at breakfast). Every two men,
It pounds of wood in the form of a bundle of sticks 10 inches
to 12 inches long, and 1 pound preserved meat (in a tin called
the iron ration). The iron rations (t pound of preserved
meat per man) were issued in 1 pound tins and were only to
be consumed under the orders of the company commander in
the exceptional case of the cook’s wagon not reaching the
men. When so consumed the fresh meat cooked for dinner
was to be eaten by the man in lieu of  pound preserved meat
at breakfast the next morning. Under ordinary circumstances
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the 1 pound preserved meat current ration was consumed at
breakfast. 2. Grocery ration :-

ounce tea. Woolwich ration each

2 ounces sati" } in separate packets. 
Ch

2 ounce sugar..00 separate packets.l; ounce salt. 
III separate packets.

3. Haversack ration, for midday meal :- I

4 ounces biscuit. Contractor’s ration.
2>!! ounces cheese. S 

.

(b) In the cook’s wagon (which formed part of the first
line of transport) :-

4. Camp kettles and butcher’s implements.
 pound fresh meat per man. 18 ounces potatoes 11 ’1 ounce margarine .. I Contractor’s vegetable2 ounces onions z.  ration.
tin condensed milk " I ounce pepper " 

1 pound fuel wood " 
’

The price of each grocery ration was fixed at td. and the
cost of the haversack and vegetable ration 3d. per man.
The men were charged at the rates they pay for messing in
barracks, any balance being defrayed from the Regimental
Institute funds.

Units were in possession of second line transport suffi-
cient to carry one day’s supply of bread, meat, groceries,
forage, and fuel wood. These supply wagons were re-

plenished from the transport and supply columns, which
also carried one day’s supplies complete. Each unit had
distinguishing flags on all their vehicles provided regi-
mentally. Tents were not as a rule used during the actual
process of operations.

(To be continued.)

RECENT OUTBREAKS OF PLAGUE IN THE
NEAR EAST.

(BY THE BRITISH DELEGATE ON THE CONSTANTINOPLE
BOARD OF HEALTH.)

Plag1te in Jeddah.
THE epidemic, or annual revival, of plague in Jeddah,

described in my letters to THE LANCET of April and May
last, came to an end early in May. One fatal case occurred
on the 4th of that month, and none subsequently. A fresh
revival of the disease must, however, be anticipated in the
coming winter. It may be noted in connexion with the
internal sanitation of Jeddah and the other towns of the
Hedjaz, in regard to the deficiencies of which repeated repre-
sentations have been made to the Turkish Government for

many years past, that an effect has at last been produced.
That Government has created a special Commission or

Council to deal with the question, and is taking steps to
obtain the necessary funds for improving the sanitary con-
dition of those towns.

Plaggie in the Yemen.
It will be recalled that plague appeared in the port of

Hodeidah in April ; that down to April 30th, 31 cases, with
24 deaths, had occurred there ; and that between April 30th
and May 5th, 8 further cases, with 5 deaths, were reported.
Between May 5th and 17th there were 6 more cases ; on the
17th and 18th 2 fatal cases ; and on the 20th 1 case, also
fatal. Finally, on June 10th it was stated that no fresh case
had occurred for 15 days, and the measures in force on
arrivals from Hodeidah were suppressed. The disease also
appeared in three neighbouring villages.

Plague in Bushire.
An outbreak of plague occurred in Bushire and its neigh-

bourhood in the spring and early summer of this year. The
first case was seen in the village of Zulmabad, near Bushire,
on March 28th ; its nature was confirmed bacteriologically,
and on the 31st Bushire was declared infected. The returns
for the following weeks were as follows :-Weeks ending :
April 2nd, 3 cases, 1 death; April 9th and 16th, 0 cases,
0 deaths ; April 23rd, 4 cases, 2 deaths ; April 30th, 4 cases,
3 deaths ; May 7th, 12 cases, 8 deaths ; May 14th, 7 cases,
6 deaths ; May 21st, 5 cases, 6 deaths ; May 28th, 17 cases,
13 deaths ; June 4th, 3 cases, 3 deaths ; June 11th, 3 cases,

1 death ; June 18th, 3 cases, 2 deaths ; June 25th, 1 case,
1 death. On July 1st Bushire was declared plague-free.
The above cases and deaths were distributed as follows :
In Bushire itself, 30 cases, 22 deaths ; in Zulmabad

village, 23 cases, 16 deaths ; in Jabri village, 2 cases,
2 deaths ; in Mahmudabad village, 3 cases, 3 deaths;
in Reshire village, 4 cases, 3 deaths. There were in all
62 cases and 46 deaths. I am indebted for the above
details to Captain C. B. McConaghy, I. M.S., chief quarantine
officer in the Persian Gulf, who also adds that the rumour that
the infection came to Bushire from Bahrein (where plague
had been prevalent in the preceding year) was entirely
unsubstantiated; that there was no increase in the numbers
of or mortality among rats-these animals appearing to play
no part in this outbreak ; that a certain number of cases

occurred among the sarbazes, or soldiers of the Persian
regiment in garrison ; and that there were the usual diffi-
culties in dealing with plague among an ignorant and super-
stitious population. There was also nothing to show
definitely that the infection came from India, and Captain
McConaghy does not think it did, though he gives the
following details, which seem to point to such a possibility :
" Two days before the man Haidar (the first known case) was
seen his wife had died. She had been visiting and also
helped to nurse a fellow villager who had died some seven to
ten days before. This villager was the sister of a coolie who
used to work cargo on the Bombay and Persian steamers and
had also died some days previously."

Plague at Basra.
A few cases of plague in man were, it will be recalled,

seen at Basra at the end of April and beginning of May, and
at the same time several infected rats were found and killed.
On August 9th 3 fresh cases of the disease, with 2 deaths,
were reported, all occurring in the same house in Basra ; and
a little later it was stated that the third patient had also
died, and that a large number of dead rats had been dis-
covered in the same quarter of the town. No further cases
were recorded, and on August 23rd Basra was declared
plague-free.

Plague in Odessa.
On May 22nd (June 4th) the attendant in a night-refuge in

Odessa was found to be suffering from plague; he was
removed to a municipal hospital, where he died on the 26th
(June 8th). For the following 40 days no further cases
were seen, but on July 6th (19th) a baker occupying a
shop in the same quarter of the town as the night-refuge
fell ill with the disease. Four days later his assistant was
attacked ; both slept in the bakery. On July 5th (18th) a
girl, aged 16, employed in an adjoining restaurant, had died,
and a bacteriological examination showed that she had died
from plague. Dead rats were found on that and the adjoining
premises, the floors of which were taken up and burnt.
On July 13th (26th) a Jewish boy was admitted to the
Jews’ hospital. On July 20th (August 2nd) a case was seen
in a sailor on a ship arriving at Odessa from Nikolaief.
Cases continued to occur in Odessa through July and a great
part of August. In all, between May 22nd and August 18th
(Old Style) 77 cases of plague, with 19 deaths, were registered.
There had been rumours of the existence of the disease in
the government of Bessarabia, at Kief, and Nikolaief, but the
Russian authorities have declared officially that the sus-

picious cases there were in every instance shown by bacterio-
logical evidence not to have been cases of plague. The

origin of the outbreak in Odessa was unknown, but it was
thought that the infection had been brought by rats on ship-
board from Alexandria. It may be noted that among the
measures put in force in Odessa were the following. Every
householder was compelled, under a penalty of three months’
imprisonment or a fine of 300 roubles (&pound;30), to have from
one to three rat-traps, according to the size of his premises,
and to set and bait them in accordance with the instructions
issued by the authorities. Squads of municipal rat-catchers
were formed. A reward of 10 roubles (ZI) was offered to
anyone reporting an undoubted case of plague. The last
occasion of a plague outbreak in Odessa was in 1902, when
(as also in 1901) a small number of cases of the disease were
seen there.

Plague in the Kirghiz Steppes.
A small outbreak of plague in the Kirghiz Steppes of the

Astrakhan government occurred in June and July last. Four

villages in the Narynsk and Kalmuck portions of the Steppes


